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	SketchUp 2014 for Architectural Visualization, 9781783558414 (1783558415), Packt Publishing, 2014

	Create stunning photorealistic and artistic visuals of your SketchUp models with this book and eBook


	Overview

	
		Take advantage of the new features of SketchUp 2014
	
		Create picture-perfect photo-realistic 3D architectural renders for your SketchUp models
	
		Post-process SketchUp output to create digital watercolor and pencil art
	
		Make the most of SketchUp with the best plugins and add-on software to enhance your models



	In Detail


	SketchUp is an amazing and remarkably powerful 3D modeling software used by millions of architects, visualizers, and drafters across the globe. It allows you to create animated 3D drawings and photorealistic renderings that approximate real-life objects easily.


	This book is the perfect introduction to SketchUp 2014. It will help you to get started quickly and efficiently to produce and present commercial quality photorealistic or artistic outputs of your designs. It will teach you how to plan and set up the content of your scenes, use SketchUp and professional rendering software to produce stunning visuals and animations, and how to add an artistic touch to your images.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Produce a photorealistic rendering of a scene modeled in SketchUp
	
		Render ultra-realistic soft shadows from multiple light sources
	
		Master the low polygon modeling techniques that you need to adopt for visualizations
	
		Work with texturing techniques utilizing PhotoMatch and your own digital photos
	
		Enhance your models by adding depth of field and other postprocessing tricks in GIMP
	
		Devise movie-set scenes to digitally photograph your projects
	
		Enhance your SketchUp scenes by adding lamps, sun, and sky lighting
	
		Add smooth camera paths for airborne and walk-through animations
	
		Learn all of the simple tricks to ensure you get great-looking models when rendered



	Approach


	Beginning with a quick start tutorial which will get you up and running with SketchUp 2014 quickly, you will move on to learning the key skills you will need to wow your clients with stunning visualizations through a series practical steps, tips and tricks.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a SketchUp user, from an amateur right through to an architectural technician, professional architect, or designer, this is the book for you. This book is also suitable as a companion to any architectural design or multimedia course, and is accessible to anyone who has learned the basics of SketchUp.
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Process Improvement with CMMI® v1.2 and ISO StandardsAuerbach Publications, 2008
In this age of globalization, process improvement practitioners must be able to comprehend and work with the different standards and frameworks used around the world. While many systems and software engineering organizations rely on a single standard as the primary driver of process improvement efforts (CMMI®-based process improvement in the...

		

Illustrated C# 2008 (Windows.Net)Apress, 2008
The unique, visual format of Illustrated C# 2008 has been specially created by author, and teacher of development methods, Daniel Solis. The concise text, use of tables to clarify language features, frequent figures and diagrams, as well as focused code samples all combine to create a unique approach that will help you...

		

Beginning CSS Web Development: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) are one of the most important technologies on the web today. They give web developers the power to style their web sites so those sites are usable, compact, good looking, consistently displayable, and quick and efficient to change if so desired.

There are many books out there on CSS, but Beginning CSS Web...





	

OFDM Towards Fixed and Mobile Broadband Wireless AccessArtech House Publishers, 2007
Presenting the state of the art in broadband wireless access technology,   this unique resource methodically presents the fundamentals of OFDM(A)   technology--the cornerstone of the next generation of broadband wireless   access offerings. In addition, this book succinctly depicts the future   landscape of mobile broadband wireless access and the...

		

LINQ: The Future of Data Access in C# 3.0O'Reilly, 2006
Language Integrated Query (LINQ) is Microsoft's new technology for powerful, general purpose data access. This technology provides a fully-integrated query language, available in both C# 3.0 and VB 9.0, for high-level data access against objects, relational databases, and XML documents. In this Short Cut you'll learn about LINQ and the proposed C#...

		

Six Sigma and Beyond:  Design for Six Sigma, Volume VICRC Press, 2002
This volume addresses design improvement from the perspective of prevention by introducing readers to the tools of the Six Sigma design process, and discusses DFSS (DCOV), and provides linkages between the traditional DMAIC and the DFSS model.

In this volume of the Six Sigma and Beyond series, quality engineering expert D.H....
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